
BUSINESS PLANNING AND CONSOLIDATION DOWNLOAD GOOGLE

Google, Inc. (search) Implementing SAP Business Planning and Consolidation Downloads (cumulative): n/a Â·
Downloads (12 Months): n/a Â· Downloads (6.

We will arrange for a software presentation and will discuss your individual needs with you. Before running a
budget or forecast, finance departments can leverage the predictive functions to see where their current data
set aims to take them and then uncover influencers and business challenges. A highly flexible data model and
the possibility of accessing legacy systems directly ensure clearly laid-out planning. The platform can start on
premise and then move to the cloud. What is recommended as the front end tool for planning? Is there a
migration path from BPC  Give us a call or email us. All consolidation tasks such as currency conversion,
intercompany elimination, legal consolidation, validations and the like are handled on the basis of these rules.
SAP offers a starter kit with predefined rules, making it easier to develop you own rules and to keep
implementation cycles short. The system allows you to run a reconciliation of intercompany accounts before
actually consolidating the data, based on group accounts. The flexibility offered is unique and certainly one of
the most interesting features of this solution. The implementation cycle can be kept short, because your
department will be able to customize the tool according to changing needs, without the hassle of calling in an
external consultant. Will BPC  We will define a blueprint that serves as a basis for our implementation,
including the use of the readily available starter kit. We will prepare the documentation, followed by thorough
testing and the final go live. Using the well-known Microsoft frontend tools facilitates the introduction of this
innovative software. Any new features we can expect when compared to BPC  CubeServ adheres to a
comprehensive approach towards software implementation in your company. If we talk about on-premise
solution, can we say that the only benefit of BPC  Repetitive processes such as reporting data and validations
are managed through Business Process Flows BPF , so no task is forgotten and users will have carried out all
necessary steps. We all know that the CFO resides not just in finance, but in every department like sales and
marketing , every geography, every regionâ€”everyone has a finance team providing true fiscal guidance. A
rule-based consolidation enables you to adapt your consolidation processes to your changing needs. There, I
focused on a few key themes: advanced analytics, the cloud, and integration. Finance organizations can have
rapid deployments due to the ease of cloud enablement as well as utilize hybrid scenarios, which are quite
popular. Are you interested? Together with your team we will analyze your consolidation process in detail,
followed by the identification of possible improvements. I understand that BPC  You will even be able to add
or receive comments for reported or planned data. The predictive analytics has the potential to be a game
changer for finance. Users can easily create graphs and charts to visualize variances. Those silos now have the
ability to come together in this integrated platform and provide a universal platform for planning. The key is
what to do with the integration and why this matters to finance. SAP BPC enables you to conduct strategic
planning, budgeting, forecasting, planning consolidation and intuitive and easy reporting.


